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Abstract 

Carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) possess a superb strength and stiffness 

to weight ratio, thus have been used increasingly for light weight structures. However, 

conventional CFRP are very weak in the thickness direction and prone to be 

delaminated on interlaminar surfaces. To overcome this issue, stitching technique has 

been attracted a lot of attention. This dissertation aims to evaluate mode II (shear mode) 

delamination of stitched composites through experiment and finite element simulation. 

Based on literature review, evaluating mode II delamination behavior of stitched 

composites is facing a serious problem. The testing specimens were failed before crack 

propagation. Considering this issue, a modified method called tabbed end notched 

flexure (TENF) test is proposed and the effects of stitching parameters are investigated. 

It is found that the laminate with maximum stitch density and stitch thread thickness in 

this study have energy release rate 2.4 times of those unstitched one. To understand the 

crack bridging mechanism, a single stitched laminate under shear loading has also been 

investigated using a novel test called interlaminar shear test (IST). Based on this test, 

finite element simulation of TENF test has been developed. Using cohesive element (to 

simulate crack propagation plane) and spring connector element (to present the stitch 

thread), high accuracy of finite element modeling was achieved. Finally, the finite 

element model is extended to understand stitched laminate behavior under four point 

end notched flexure (4ENF) and quasi static indentation test.      

Keywords: Mode II delamination, energy release rates, end notched flexure test, 3D 

reinforcement, stitching, finite element modelling, cohesive zone model  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and Literature Review 

Carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) possess a superb strength and stiffness 

to weight ratio. These exceptional properties meet the requirement for more economic 

fuel consumption. Therefore, the use of CFRP for main structures is increasing 

tremendously, particularly in aircraft and automotive structures (Figure 1.1 and 1.2).  

 

  

Figure 1.1. Composites as primary structure of Boeing 787 Dreamliner 

 

However, CFRP laminate are very weak in the thickness direction and prone to 

be delaminated at interlaminar. To overcome this issue, 3D reinforcements [1, 2] such as 
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braiding [1, 3], knitting [4], stitching [5-7] and z-pinning [8, 9] were attracted a lot of 

attention. Stitching is one of promising method which conducted by insertion of threads 

into the preforms in the thickness direction prior to resin infusion and consolidation, as 

shown in Figure 1.3(a). A cross section of typical final product of stitched laminate 

manufactured by Toyota Industries Co. Ltd. is depicted in Figure 1.3(b). Although 3D 

reinforcement has negative effect on in-plane properties, due to resin rich region at 

vicinity of 3D reinforcements, latest review by Mouritz and Cox [6] concluded that 

stitching has less negative effect on in-plane properties compared to z-pinning. 

Furthermore, Scarponi et al. [10] evaluate compression after impact performance of 

composite laminate with stitching, tufting and z-pinning, and concluded that stitching 

performs the best damage tolerance to manufacturing cost ratio.    

    

 

Figure 1.2. CFRP (the black portions) on body frame of BMW – 7 Series     

(Provided by BMW) 
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Figure 1.3. (a) Stitching process by Toyota Industries. Co. Ltd. [11], (b) Cross-section of 

typical final product of stitched laminate  

 

1.1.1 Suppressing Delamination by Stitch Threads 

The existence of stitch threads in composite laminates increases opening mode 

delamination toughness by shielding the crack tip from full effect of crack opening 

stress, thus reduces the crack propagation zone [12-18]. Mode I (opening mode) energy 

release rate (GIC) in stitched laminate could reach 15 times that of unstitched laminate, 

depending on the type and diameter of the stitch thread, stitch density, and stitch 

distribution. In case of mode II delamination, stitch threads retain the sliding 

displacement, thereby increase the energy release rate (GIIC) [19-25]. Moreover, 

stitching is also proven to be an effective reinforcement of composite laminates 

subjected to mixed mode loading [26-28]. A brief description of delamination modes are 

depicted in Figure 1.4. 

Although stitched laminate shows a slight decreasing on in-plane mechanical 

properties [6, 29], the extensive improvement on delamination toughness surpasses this 

minor drawback. Therefore, many researchers are interesting on further applications of 

stitching, such as T-joints [30-32], and lap-joints [33-36]. 
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Figure 1.4. Types of delamination modes 

 

1.1.2 Mode II Delamination Testing of Stitched Composites 

It is important to be noted that international consensus on the standard procedure 

of mode II delamination testing of composite laminate has not been achieved, even 

though collaborative work has been conducted in 1996 by ESIS (European Structural 

Integrity Society), JIS (Japan Industrial Standards) group, ASTM (American Society for 

Testing and Materials) [37]. In this international round robin, four types of shear mode 

delamination testing were investigated in term of results consistency, simplicity of test 

configuration and crack propagation stability. Those four testing methods (Figure 1.5) 

are end notched flexure (ENF), stabilized end notched flexure (SENF), end loaded split 

(ELS), and four point end notched flexure (4ENF) test. The team summarized that ENF 

is simple but unstable, on the other hand ELS and SENF provide stable crack but not 

simple. Finally 4ENF showed good stability and simplicity, but still has little experience. 

Therefore, the situation in 2003 seemed clear that 4ENF test become the standard test. 

However, the group (Martin and Davidson) who proposed the 4ENF test [38] continued 

their work particularly on evaluating four factors; loading roller diameter, specimen 
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geometry, friction, and fixture compliance. Latest review on those prospective standard 

procedures has also been reported by Brunner et al. [39]. Up to now only a local 

standard method already existed which is Japanese Industrial Standard JIS K 7086) [40]. 

Meanwhile, European Structural Integrity Society has proposed a draft European 

Standard called EN 6034. Both of JIS K 7086 and draft EN 6034 are using ENF testing 

method. 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Types of mode II delamination test; (a) End notched flexure (ENF), (b) 

Stabilized end notched flexure (SENF), (c) End loaded split (ELS), (d) Four point end 

notched flexure (4ENF) 

 

Despite of no international consensus on standard test method, a few works on 

evaluating mode II delamination of stitched composites have been reported. The first 

experimental work on stitched composites was reported by Sankar and Sharma [21]. 

Kevlar and glass fibers were used as stitch threads in unidirectional CFRPs, and the 

existence of stitch threads increased the energy release rates (GIIC) by between five and 

eight times. Generally, GIIC values increased with increasing stitch density, except for 
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Glass-750 stitch thread, where optimum stitch density was probably achieved at the 

level 2.48 stitches/cm
2
. The area method with compliance of the unloading curve was 

applied to calculate GIIC. Jain et al. [22] reported that the GIIC values were improved by 

up to 3.3 times when Kevlar and Carbon T-900 were used as stitch threads. Stitch 

density and stitch thread thickness did not affect GIIRi (initial energy release rate) but 

had considerable effects on GIIRs (steady-state energy release rate). It was also reported 

that, in some specimens, compression failure occurred at the stitch lines closest to the 

central loading pin. To avoid premature failure, Wood et al. [24] used tabbed end notch 

flexural (TENF) specimens, embedding aluminum 2024 T3 sheets of 2 mm thickness at 

both the upper and lower surfaces of specimens. In their experiment, liquid crystal 

polymers (1500 denier) were stitched on satin weave carbon fibers with epoxy matrices. 

They reported that the energy release rates of stitched composites were 2.25 times those 

of unstitched composites, and were negligibly affected by stitch distribution.   

 

1.1.3 Numerical Study of Mode II Delamination Testing 

Predicting delamination behavior of stitched composites using finite element 

simulation has also attracted a lot of attention. Chen et al. [41] predicted the effective 

energy release rate of stitched composites under mode II loading using a J-integral 

contour. The interaction of a stitch with the surrounding laminates was idealized as an 

elastic–perfectly plastic relationship and represented by very short bar elements in a 

three-dimensional finite element model. It was concluded that the effective energy 

release rate depends strongly on the crack length and the number of stitches in the 

bridging zone. However, the predicted energy release rates were not compared with 

experimental data. Another numerical study was reported by Wood et al. [24] who used 
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a method called the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT). A stitch was modelled as a 

spring–damper system composed of three connected rods. A numerical parametric study 

was conducted to obtain the force–displacement relationship for single-stitched 

laminates under pure shear loading. The stitch thread and matrix properties were taken 

as input. This parametric study considered stitch failure at the surface loop, so the 

frictional force of thread pull-out was taken into account. The predicted energy release 

rates were close to those determined experimentally (with an error less than 9%). It is 

important to be noted that the force-displacement relationship of single stitched 

proposed by Wood et al. [24] had different bridging mechanism with the one reported 

by Chen et al. [41].   

During the last two decades, the use of the cohesive zone model (CZM) to 

simulate damage in composite materials has expanded rapidly. Compared with VCCT, 

CZM can predict both damage initiation and propagation, whereas VCCT can only be 

used to simulate damage propagation. Therefore, CZM has become widely used  to 

simulate not only all the modes of delamination testing [42-44], but also composite 

structures (e.g. π and T joints [45, 46]), damage in open hole testing [47, 48] and many 

other situations. However, modeling of mode II delamination test of stitched composites 

using CZM has not been reported yet. 

 

1.1.4 Finite Element Simulation of Low Velocity Impact Induced Delamination of 

Stitched Composites  

Serge Abrate [49] classifies types of impact loading into low, intermediate, and 

high velocity impact (ballistic impact) as shown in Figure 1.6. In case of low velocity 

impact loading, the damage mechanisms are usually can be understood through quasi 
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static indentation test.  

 

 

Figure 1.6. Types of impact loading [49] 

 

Both quasi static indentation (QSI) and low velocity impact (LVI) of stitched 

composites have already investigated experimentally [50-60]. However, the numerical 

study of such testing for stitched laminate is very limited. In case of unstitched laminate, 

many approaches have been proposed to simulate QSI and LVI [61-69]. Among them, 

the latest report [68, 69] seems to be an effective and efficient approach which use 

surface based cohesive contact to predict delamination area. Cohesive contact models 

reduce time consuming because it omits special elements for cohesive zone, and it can 

be combined with friction contact simultaneously. It is worth noted that the friction 

force is useful to capture the influence of through thickness compressive stresses during 

LVI or QSI.        

 

1.2 Objectives of Dissertation 

This dissertation aims to understand the effectiveness of stitching process on 

improving mode II delamination behavior of composite laminate.  

The detail objectives of this dissertation are listed below: 

1. To establish an experimental method for mode II delamination test that can 
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overcome the problem of specimen premature failure during the test  

2. To investigate the effect of stitching parameters on mode II energy release rates 

(GIIC), particularly for stitch thread materials called Vectran  

3. To understand crack bridging mechanism, deformation and fracture of single 

stitched laminate under pure shear loading  

4. To provide reliable finite element model that can be used as general tools to evaluate 

any related testing on mode II delamination behavior of stitched laminates such as 

end notched flexure (ENF), four point end notched flexure (4ENF), and quasi static 

indentation test.  

 

1.3 Layout of Dissertation 

This dissertation is presented in five chapters as follows: 

The current chapter, Chapter 1, presents an introduction including literature 

review, background and objectives of this dissertation. Literature study focuses on stitch 

bridging mechanism to increase delamination toughness, experimental and numerical 

study on mode II delamination test, and finite element analysis of low velocity impact 

induced delamination of stitched composites. 

Chapter 2 describes investigation on the effects of stitching parameters (stitch 

density and stitch thread thickness) on mode II delamination behavior. A relatively new 

stitch threads material namely Vectran is used. To avoid premature failure of specimens, 

a modified method called tabbed end notched flexure (TENF) test is used. Furthermore, 

considering the strong relation between fiber volume fractions and energy release rate, 

burn-off test is also conducted to measure local fiber volume fraction.  

Chapter 3 demonstrates a finite element simulation of tabbed end notched 
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flexure (TENF) test. In this FE model, the interaction between stitch threads and 

composite laminate become most important. Therefore, a novel interlaminar shear test 

(IST) of single stitched laminate is performed. The load displacement curve that 

obtained by IST is then applied to FE model using spring connector element. Moreover, 

cohesive zone elements are used to simulate crack propagation. A parametric study is 

also conducted to find suitable cohesive zone parameters. Finally, the simulation results 

are verified with the experimental data. 

Chapter 4 presents a numerical study of using four point end notched flexure 

(4ENF) test for stitched laminate application. Adopting the modeling techniques in the 

previous chapter, the capability of using 4ENF test with and without tabs is evaluated. 

The results accuracy of tabbed 4ENF is also investigated by comparing the predicted 

energy release rates with the results of simulation without tabs. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the dissertation with conclusion and recommendation for 

future research.  

Additionally, a numerical study on delamination behavior of stitched laminate 

under quasi static indentation is also reported in appendix. This simulation is the 

extension of the main topic where mode II delamination behavior plays the main rule of 

damage propagation. 
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Chapter 2 

Effect of stitching parameters on mode II delamination 

behavior of stitched composites 

  

2.1 Overview 

This chapter aims to investigate the effect of stitch thread density and stitch 

thread thickness for particular stitch thread material namely Vectran. In order to avoid 

premature failure of specimen during testing, tabbed end notched flexure (TENF) 

specimen is used. TENF specimens are manufactured by embedded aluminum plates Al 

7075-T6 at top and bottom side of the specimen. Four types of stitched laminate are 

tested with two different stitch densities (3 x 3 mm and 6 x 6 mm) and two different 

stitched thread thicknesses (200 and 500 denier). Unstitched laminates are also 

fabricated for comparison. Furthermore, the effect of local fiber volume fraction on 

mode II delamination behavior is also investigated. The local fiber volume fractions of 

stitched and unstitched specimen are measured using burn-off test.    

 

2.2 Experimental Work 

2.2.1 Material and Specimen Preparation 

Both unstitched and stitched composite laminates used in this test were made 

with T800SC-24K (Toray Industry), and follow the same lay-up as our group’s previous 

work on mode I delamination testing [15], which is 24-ply quasi-isotropic 

(+45/0/-45/90)3S. Toyota Industries Corporation fabricated the stitched composite 

laminates using their patented modified lock stitching process [11], as shown in Figure 
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1.3(a). Using this technique, multi-directional (MD) laminate is preferable because it 

exhibits minimal fiber waviness compared with unidirectional (UD) laminate. The 

multi-directional preformed fibers can be stretched in many directions during the 

stitching process to restrain the fiber waviness. It is worth minimizing the fiber 

waviness in mode II delamination test specimens because it affects the results by 

slip-locking [70] and emerging mode I processes. Therefore, quasi-isotropic laminates 

were used in this experimental work.   

To investigate the effect of stitch thread thickness, two fibers linear densities 

were used (200 denier and 500 denier, equal to 0.0158 mm
2
 and 0.0394 mm

2
 

cross-sectional areas, respectively). Meanwhile the effects of stitch density were 

evaluated by manufacturing different types of specimens: so-called moderately and 

densely stitched laminates. Both types have different stitch spacing (Ss) and stitch pitch 

(Sp), as illustrated in Figure 2.1(a). These moderately and densely stitched laminates 

had Ss × Sp values of 6 × 6 mm, and 3 × 3 mm, respectively. The stitch density (SD) of 

the laminates can be calculated using the following expression: 

SpSs
SD




1
 (2.1) 

Kapton film was inserted between the middle layers of the laminates to facilitate 

the initial crack, and stitching did not occur in the specimen area where the film was 

inserted, as described in Figure 2.1(b).  

After the stitching process, XNR/H6813 Denatite resin (Nagase Chemtex Corp.) 

was used to consolidate the composite laminates using a vacuum-assisted resin transfer 

molding technique. The same process was used to manufacture the unstitched laminates, 

but a wider area was left unstitched, so that the total thickness remained similar between 

the stitched and unstitched laminates (the average thickness was 5.16 mm). 
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Figure 2.1: Modified-lock stitching (a) Schematic pattern, (b) A 3 × 3 mm stitched 

composite laminate with ENF specimen cutting position 

 

The specimens were cut from the plates using a water-cooled cutting machine 

(AC-400CF, Maruto) and were 22.4 mm wide and 150 mm long. Five types of 

specimens were prepared (Table 2.1). 
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Table 2.1: Types of test specimens 

2.2.2 Test Method 

Until now, international consensus on the standard procedure of mode II 

delamination testing has not been achieved, even though collaborative work has been 

conducted by ESIS (European Structural Integrity Society), JIS (Japan Industrial 

Standards) group, ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) [37]. A review 

on prospective standard procedures has been reported by Brunner et al. [39]. However, 

a local standard method already existed (Japanese Industrial Standard JIS K 7086) [40] 

and a draft European Standard EN 6034 has been proposed.  

In this experimental work, the ENF test adopted refers to JIS K7086, mainly for 

the test fixtures and specimen sizes. Modifications have been conducted to overcome 

many problems on stitched composites. Based on our preliminary test and those of 

many other reported works [22, 24], stitched composite laminates are prone to failure 

before crack propagation during ENF testing. To avoid this, tab plates were embedded 

in top and bottom side of the specimen. However, many problems are still remained 

such as failure of tab plates and de-bonding between tabs and stitched composites as 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

Specimen Type Unstitched Stitched 6 × 6  Stitched 3 × 3  

 200d 500d 200d 500d 

Code Unstitched 6D2 6D5 3D2 3D5 

Stitch pitch (mm) … 6 6 3 3 

Stitch spacing (mm)  6 6 3 3 

Stitch density (cm
−2

) … 2.78 2.78 11.11 11.11 

Stitch thread thickness 

(denier) 

… 200 500 200 500 

Fiber volume fraction (%) 53.9 53.7 54.2 54.4 54.9 

Number of needle thread 

lines in the width direction 

… 4 4 8 8 

Number of specimens 6 6 6 6 6 
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Figure 2.2: A schematic premature failure of stitched composite during ENF test 

(courtesy of JAXA) 

A comprehensive design consideration is required to decide tabs material and 

thickness. Modulus elasticity or flexural modulus of the tab plates should be closed to 

the modulus elasticity (Ex) of stitched laminate. In case of multidirectional stitched 

laminate with quasi isotropic orientation (Ex between 50 GPa and 80 GPa), aluminum 

alloy with highest yield strength is the best choice for tab material. Therefore Al-7075 

T6 (yield strength about 500 MPa) was chosen in this study. 

In order to avoid tabs de-bonding, the shear stress at the adhesive bonding area 

(between tab and laminate) should be much lower than the shear stress at the 

delamination interface (middle layer). The following equation could be used as 

reference to estimate the comparison of shear stress at the two critical positions. The 

derivation of this equation is written in Appendix B. 

2

int

)2/(

)(

ba

baa

mid 







            (2.2) 

where τint is the shear stress at adhesive bonding between tab and composite laminate, 

τmid is interlaminar shear stress at the middle layer. Symbols a, b are the thickness of tab 

plate and composite laminate, respectively.  
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A parametric study is conducted to select appropriate thickness for particular 

stitched composite as shown in Table 2.2. Considering the lowest stress at bonding 

region, aluminum tab with 1 mm thickness is selected in this experiment. 

Table 2.2: Parametric study of tab thickness 

Thickness of 

laminate (mm) 

Thickness of tab 

(mm) 
τint / τmid 

 

5.1 1 0.48 

 1.5 0.60 

 2 0.69 

4.1 1 0.55 

 1.5 0.67 

 2 0.74 

 

Aluminium tabs were embedded at the upper and bottom surfaces of the 

specimen using high-strength epoxy (Hysol EA 9309.3NA from Henkel Corporation) 

[71]. This type of epoxy contains 0.13 mm glass beads for bond-line thickness control, 

so that the total thickness of TENF specimens can be kept constant at 7.39 mm ± 0.03 

mm. A detailed description of the TENF specimen set-up is given in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Tabbed end notched flexure (TENF) specimen set-up with a specific crack 

tip position 

 

Additionally, the crack tip was developed using a pre-cracking process. 
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Pre-crack greatly influence the energy release rates of composite laminates [72, 73] 

because it removes resin pockets at the end of the inserted film. These resin pockets 

create a blunt crack tip and increase the crack’s propagation resistance. Prior to ENF 

testing, a crack opening that was a few millimetres long was created using a sharp, thin 

razor blade. Then, three-point bend loading was used to propagate the crack to a 

position between 1 and 3 mm beyond the end of the Kapton film. This pre-ENF test was 

conducted with a half-span length of 40–45 mm, and the loading point was placed 

exactly in between the first and second stitch row. Because this pre-ENF test was 

conducted in the unstitched region, unstable crack propagation occurred, and stopped 

exactly below the loading point. The greatest advantage of using this pre-cracking 

process was that the crack tip position was located at the same region for all specimens 

(between the first and second stitch row), as shown in Figure 2.3. Furthermore, to 

enhance the contrast of the crack tip, brittle white paint was applied to both edges of the 

specimens. 

 

 
Figure 2.4: Mode II delamination test set-up 

 

Subsequently, TENF tests were conducted using a 4505 series Instron machine 

with a 10 kN load cell over a total span of 100 mm (Figure 2.3). The specimens were 
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loaded at a constant crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min until 1 kN was reached, then the 

crosshead speed was reduced to 0.1 mm/min to enable slow crack propagation. After 

unloading, the new crack length was measured using a travelling microscope at 25 × 

magnification and 0.01 mm reading accuracy. 

 

2.2.3 Data Reduction 

The energy release rate (GII) was calculated using the compliance calibration 

method of Carlsson and Gillespie [72, 74].  This method was selected because it can 

accommodate tabs being on the specimen without any modifications to the basic GII 

calculation [75]. The energy release rate can be evaluated by differentiation of 

compliances with respect to crack lengths when there is no plastic deformation and no 

damage except for interlaminar fracture. Prior to TENF testing, the specimen 

compliance was measured for five crack lengths (0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 mm) by applying 

small loadings until 600 N (0.1 mm/min crosshead speed). Similar procedures were 

repeated at each specific point where the energy release rate was being measured. 

Placement of the specimens was adjusted to obtain a new compliance data, depending 

on the available space. For example, to measure GIIC at a typical crack length of 45 mm, 

the compliances were measured at crack tip positions of 37, 41, 45 and 49 mm from the 

right supporting pin. Then, compliance values were plotted in terms of C/Co versus 

(a/L)
3
, and the slope (m) of the curve was measured.  

Energy release rates were calculated as follows:  

3

22

2

3

wL

CoamP
GII   (2.3) 

where Co is the compliance of the specimen without any crack along the span, a is the 

crack length and P is the peak load at which the crack starts to propagate. Parameters w 
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and L are the width of the specimen and half-length of the span, respectively. It is 

important to note that the slope (m) in equation (2.3) is specific for each crack length on 

the specimen to be tested. 

To investigate the effects of stitch thread thickness and stitch density, GIIC values 

were determined for crack lengths of 25 mm and 45 mm for all specimens. These crack 

lengths were close to the initial and steady-state points given by Jain et al. [22]. In the 

present work, steady-states (flat portions of R curves) were not achieved in some type of 

specimens, therefore a crack length of 45 mm was chosen. In between the two crack 

lengths, only one or two other GIIC values could be measured for each specimen due to 

the limited space available. However, the R curve (GII versus crack length) could still be 

determined for each type of specimen. 

 

2.2.4 Measurement of Local Fiber Volume Fraction 

This sub-topic was added into the experimental work based on preliminary 

results of TENF tests and related references [76, 77] which raised queries about 

correlations between fiber volume fraction and GIIC values. To address this issue, the 

explanation is separated as detailed in the following. 

 

2.2.4.1 Fiber Compaction due to Stitching Process 

It has been reported that fiber compaction during the stitching process increased 

the local fiber volume fraction (Vfl) through numerous steps [78]. First, the insertion of 

the stitch fiber moves the preformed fibers laterally. The fibers between the two stitch 

lines are then deflected, causing a local increase in the volume fraction. Second, the 

tension forces created during the stitching process enhance fiber compaction. Finally, 
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the pressure applied to stitched fibers during laminate consolidation also increases Vfl, 

especially in the area under the stitched threads. These three factors are inevitable 

characteristics of stitched composite laminates [79]. 

 

2.2.4.2 Effect of Local Fiber Volume Fraction on Energy Release Rates 

The effects of Vfl on mode I and mode II delamination properties of 5 harness 

satin (5HS) woven carbon fiber/epoxy resin composites have been investigated [76]. 

However, it was difficult to measure these effects in mode II delamination testing due to 

the serious influence of friction and interlocking between delamination surfaces. Work 

on similar case was carried out by Feret et al. [77] using a mixed-mode delamination 

test. They concluded that at the high mode II ratio, the total crack propagation energy 

was decreased by increasing Vfl. 

The above reported works used fabric/woven carbon fibers. To enhance the 

hypothesis on non-fabric composites, a mode II static fracture mechanism may be the 

best approach. Hojo et al. [80] reported that during static ENF testing, micro-cracks 

initiated first at the fiber/matrix interfaces, followed by matrix cracking between the 

fibers. These micro-cracks appeared when the shear stress at the fiber/matrix interface 

near the crack tip reached a certain value (called the critical shear stress) [81]. 

Furthermore, in relation to the maximum shear stress at fiber/matrix interfaces, multi 

fibers pull-out study at different Vfl [82] was adopted. Quantitatively, this numerical 

study explained that the maximum shear stress at the interface will increase with 

increasing Vfl, following the curve shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: Normalized maximum interface shear stress at the loaded fibers end of a 

pull-out test simulation (data from: Fu et al. [82]) 

 

2.2.4.3 Measurement Method of Local Fiber Volume Fraction 

JIS K7075-1991 [83] was referred to when conducting burn-off tests to measure 

fiber volume fraction. The measurement was performed as follows: (1) the sample mass 

was measured, (2) the sample was burned with a gas torch, (3) the mass of the burned 

sample was re-measured and (4) the fiber volume fraction was calculated. Prior to 

burning, the masses of each specimen were measured in open air and under water so 

that the densities of the samples could be calculated. 

To measure local volume fraction at the position where it increases as a result of 

the stitching process, the specimens were cut as shown in Figure 2.6. This cutting 

position mostly excluded the resin-rich region, and the three main factors related to fiber 

compaction (discussed above) were encountered. For the stitched laminates of 6 × 6 mm, 

the length (a) and width (b) were 10 mm and 4 mm, respectively. For the unstitched and 

stitched laminates of 3 × 3 mm, the dimensions were 10 × 2 mm. After cutting was 
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complete and prior to the burn-off tests, the remaining needle thread was sanded off 

using emery paper. The average thickness (t) of all specimens was 4.88 mm. Five to six 

burn-off specimens from each type of laminate were investigated. 

 

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the cutting method used for sample burn-off tests 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Load-displacement Curves 

Typical load–displacement curves for all types of specimens that resulted from 

TENF tests are displayed in Figure 2.7. Detail data for each specimen are compiled in 

Table 2.3. In the case of unstitched and moderately stitched specimens, it is evident in 

Figure 2.7(a–c) that the cracks suddenly propagated to the center of the loading pin. The 

densely stitched laminates (Figure 2.7(d, e)) could detain crack propagation, and their 

load–displacement curves consist of two or three steps until the cracks reach the center 

of the loading pin. 
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Figure 2.7: Typical load‒displacement pattern for (a)Unstitched laminate (b)Stitched 

6x6 200D (c)Stitched 6x6 500D (d)Stitched 3x3 200D and (e)Stitched 3x3 500D 
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After completion of the TENF tests, all specimens were visually inspected to 

determine whether any plastic deformation of the specimens or delamination occurred at 

the interfaces between the composite laminates and the aluminum tabs. Neither plastic 

deformation nor delamination was observed (Figure 2.8), guaranteeing that the energy 

lost during the tests was only due to interlaminar crack extension. 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Tested specimen of stitched 6 × 6 mm and 500 denier thread thickness 

Additionally, Figure 2.8 also reveals that the crack shifted from the center 

(between the 90°/90° layer) to the interface between the −45°/0° layers. This occurred 

during the pre-cracking process, which used either a sharp razor blade (at the beginning) 

or the three-point bending fixture, as described previously. This behavior appeared on 

all types of specimens as demonstrated in Figure 2.9. Other researchers have also 

reported that cracks shift to the closest 0°
 
layer on the compressive side [84-86].  

During the TENF tests, the cracks propagated at the interface between −45°/0° 

layers without crack shifting (Figures 2.8 and 2.9). Some comparison studies have been 

proposed to address these issues. Polaha et al. [86]. investigated carbon/epoxy laminates 

with θ/−θ delaminated interfaces where θ = 0°, 15°, and 30°. They concluded that the 

effect of θ on GIIC was negligible. However, De Morais [87] conducted numerical 

analysis on several multi-directional laminates, and reported that in the case of the 

0°/45° delamination interface, mode III and mode I processes arose by 3% and 1% of 
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the total energy release rate, respectively. Additionally, related to asymmetry crack 

plane, Mollon et al. [88] concluded that it has no significant effects on GII. Therefore, 

the results obtained in this experimental work are quite reasonable. All of the specimen 

types show similar crack behaviors (Figure 2.9), and the disadvantages of delaminated 

interfaces and crack planes were universal to all specimens and should not affect the 

comparative study. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Crack propagation planes of all specimen types at pre-crack regions 

 

2.3.2 Energy Release Rates 

Each point of the GII data has a specific value of slope (m), as mentioned in 
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equation (2.2). A typical C/Co versus (a/L)
3 

curve is plotted in Figure 2.10, and the 

slope (m) was calculated from this curve. Furthermore, GII values were calculated (Table 

2.3) and R curves were plotted as shown in Figure 2.11. In general, the unstitched and 

moderately stitched specimens presented similar R curves. The steady-state regions (the 

flat regions) appeared for both unstitched and stitched laminates of 6 × 6 mm, 200 

denier. To support this evidence, stitched specimens were cut into small pieces in 

between two stitched rows, so that one stitched row was present on each part, then 

separated slowly by hand. It was found that in the stitched sample of 6 × 6 mm 200 

denier, the first and second rows of stitch threads were broken, as illustrated in Figure 

2.9. The maximum energy bridged by the stitch fiber was achieved, after which the 

energy release rate did not increase with further increases in the crack length. In stitched 

specimens of 6 × 6 mm 500 denier, no stitch fiber was broken, and the steady-state zone 

was not obviously observed. 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Typical specimen compliance curve in terms of C/Co versus (a/L)
3 

Furthermore, the densely stitched specimens showed desirable mode II 

delamination properties. Based on the cutting results described in Figure 2.9, the stitch 

fibers were not broken during the test, so steady-state regions were not attained.  

To quantitatively evaluate the effect of stitching, the GIIC values at the crack 
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lengths (a) of 25 mm and 45 mm from each type of specimen are plotted in Figure 2.11. 

It is worth noting that at a crack length of 25 mm, only one stitched row was present in 

the crack region, and it represented the crack tip was placed in the stitching environment 

(Figure 2.3). Conversely, at a crack length of 45 mm, the crack region was fully stitched 

and the left overhang on Fig. 2.3 is only about 9–13 mm. There were, on average, 8 and 

15 stitch rows in the crack zone for stitched specimens of 6 × 6 mm and 3 × 3 mm, 

respectively.    

At a crack length of 25 mm, all types of stitched specimens yielded lower GIIC 

values (by approximately 13.4%) compared to the unstitched ones. One plausible reason 

why these GIIC values were lower is that fiber compaction during the stitching process 

increased the local fiber volume fraction. A detailed explanation will be presented in the 

next section. 

At a crack length of 45 mm, the moderately stitched specimens showed 

negligible increases in GIIC compared to the unstitched ones (1.3% and 3.8% for 

specimens with stitched thread thicknesses of 200 denier and 500 denier, respectively). 

Even though a certain amount of energy was absorbed by the stitch threads, GIIC values 

were most affected by the stitching process itself, which reduced the GIIC values as 

discussed above. 

On the other hand, the densely stitched specimens underwent a significant 

improvement in GIIC compared to the unstitched ones (64.8% and 140.3% increases for 

the specimens with stitch thread thicknesses of 200 denier and 500 denier, respectively). 

In this case, the energy absorbed by the existence of the stitch threads significantly 

increased the GIIC values. 
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Table 2.3: Detail data of each specimens 

Specimen 

type 

Specimen 

No. 

Crack length 

(mm) 

Slope-m, 

Equation-2.3 

Load, crack start 

to propagate (N) 
GIIC (kJ/m

2
) 

Unstitched 1 25 1.38 1941.39 0.99 

  41 1.38 1433.54 1.46 

  45 1.38 1310.05 1.47 

 2 25 1.07 2299.78 1.08 

  40.2 1.07 1480.82 1.16 

  45 1.07 1472.00 1.43 

 3 25 1.20 2086.69 0.97 

  45 1.20 1380.87 1.38 

 4 25 0.87 2567.18 1.10 

  30  0.59 2650.24 1.13 

 5 25 0.97 2259.66 0.93 

  33 0.68 2390.19 1.27 

  45 0.78 1791.06 1.52 

 6 25 1.18 2201.10 1.08 

  45 1.11 1218.66 1.23 

      

6D2 1 25 1.07 2153.3 0.98 

  33 0.97 1885.92 1.19 

  45 0.79 1676.61 1.43 

 2 25 1.26 1921.77 0.99 

  35 1.01 1560.47 1.02 

  45 0.77 1595.19 1.35 

 3 25 1.41 1698.06 0.81 

  38 1.23 1529.26 1.32 

  45 0.89 1605.13 1.48 

 4 25 0.84 2344.56 0.91 

  45 1.19 1371.65 1.43 

 5 25 1.46 1702.68 0.84 

  30 1.17 1636.44 0.89 

 6 25 1.02 1959.72 0.76 

  33 1.21 1829.65 1.38 
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Specimen 

type 

Specimen 

No. 

Crack length 

(mm) 

Slope-m, 

Equation-2.3 

Load, crack start 

to propagate (N) 
GIIC (kJ/m

2
) 

6D5 1 25 1.15 2153.00 1.05 

  42 1.19 1382.71 1.27 

  45 1.00 1499.20 1.43 

 2 25 1.23 1945.59 0.91 

  35 1.29 1373.14 0.93 

  45 1.02 1550.75 1.55 

 3 25 1.04 1939.54 0.89 

  38 0.95 1476.97 1.08 

  45 0.73 1434.11 1.10 

 4 25 1.02 1996.24 0.82 

  30 0.73 1887.02 0.76 

  45 0.48 2150.56 1.45 

 5 25 0.56 2492.15 0.76 

 6 25 0.61 2479.67 0.96 

  43 0.80 1547.7 1.47 

      

3D2 1 25 1.21 1898.71 0.87 

  38.85 1.08 1867.00 1.83 

  45 0.61 2371.12 2.24 

 2 25 1.06 2111.59 0.94 

  37 0.84 2431.78 2.15 

  46 0.89 2127.21 2.70 

 3 25 1.10 1989.99 0.90 

  45 0.79 2072.60 2.30 

 4 25 0.77 2390.74 0.87 

  45 0.43 2841.95 2.24 

 5 25 1.05 1956.93 0.90 

  35 0.78 1904.79 1.24 

  43 0.77 2038.89 2.14 

 6 25 0.79 2304.08 0.85 

  45 0.84 2120.91 2.48 
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Specimen 

type 

Specimen 

No. 

Crack length 

(mm) 

Slope-m, 

Equation-2.3 

Load, crack start 

to propagate (N) 
GIIC (kJ/m

2
) 

3D5 1 25 1.19 2075.20 1.01 

  32.5 1.20 1851.71 1.37 

  35.9 1.17 1915.49 1.74 

  45 1.11 2211.09 3.45 

 2 25 0.98 1948.89 0.80 

  37.1 0.91 1788.55 1.37 

  45 0.96 2278.06 3.47 

 3 25 0.79 2284.05 0.84 

  45 0.46 3288.76 3.25 

 4 25 0.95 2070.59 0.82 

  45 0.98 2265.09 3.2 

 5 25 0.70 2626.15 0.98 

  38 0.53 2860.45 2.06 

  46 0.54 2823.45 3.01 

 6 25 1.08 1965.95 0.85 

  25 (7 active 

stitch) 

0.96 2625.45 1.35 
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Figure 2.11: R curves for (a)Unstitched laminate (b)Stitched 6x6 200D (c)Stitched 6x6 

500D (d)Stitched 3x3 200D and (e)Stitched 3x3 500D 
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Figure 2.12: Average values of critical energy release rates (GIIC) for crack lengths of 25 

mm and 45 mm 

Based on the above GIIC data at crack lengths of 25 and 45 mm, particularly for 

densely stitched specimens, we recognize that the number of stitch threads at the crack 

area significantly determines the effectivity of delamination growth suppression. The 

GIIC values at a crack length of 25 mm could be higher if more stitch threads are in the 

crack area. This issue could not be verified in more detail in this work due to the limited 

space available in the specimens. However, our group previous work on damage 

progression of stitched composites under out-of-plane loading[53] could explain the 

delamination growth rate after small damage was initiated. In this case, the crack area 

was fully stitched (unlike in mode II specimens). It was observed that delamination 

growth in moderately stitched specimens was slightly slower than in unstitched ones, 

and delamination growth was suppressed significantly in densely stitched specimens. 

The effect of stitch thread thickness is relatively small in the case of moderately 

stitched specimens (3%). In densely stitched specimens, thicker stitch threads (500 
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denier) exhibited GIIC values that were 1.46 times those of thinner stitch threads (200 

denier). This clearly showed that thicker stitch threads could absorb more energy during 

the test. 

2.3.3 Fiber Compaction Effects 

Local fiber volume fractions were plotted for each type of specimen (Figure 

2.13). Fiber compaction during the stitching process increased local fiber volume 

fractions by averages of 3% and 3.8% for moderately and densely stitched laminates, 

respectively. These increments generate higher levels of maximum shear stress at the 

crack tip during ENF testing. Quantitatively, using the trend line in Figure 2.5, these 

higher local fiber volume fractions could increase the maximum shear stress at the 

fiber/matrix interface around the crack tip by up to 9.9%. Furthermore, higher shear 

stresses around the crack tips allow for easier crack propagation and alleviate the values 

for GIIC as reported previously. 

 

Figure 2.13: Local fiber volume fractions (Vfl) for each specimen type obtained by 

burn-off tests  
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2.4 Conclusions 

TENF specimens exhibited a strong capability to prevent compression failure 

around a loading pin during mode II delamination tests. Thin aluminum tabs (1 mm in 

thickness) were enough to avoid plastic deformation, and created a low shear stress at 

the tabs/laminate interface; hence, there was no tab de-bonding.  

The test results revealed that low stitch density (SD 2.78 cm
−2

) affected GIIC 

insignificantly. In this case, the energy absorbed by the stitch threads at the crack area 

was almost equal to the decreasing GIIC values due to fiber compaction. Therefore, there 

is almost no increment obtained in moderately stitched laminate (low stitch density). 

Crack bridging due to stitch threads was significantly perceived for densely stitched 

specimens (SD 11.11 cm
−2

) with the increment of GIIC reaching 2.4 times that of 

unstitched specimens. The effect of SD also could be observed from load–displacement 

curves, where in the unstitched and moderately stitched laminates, the load dropped 

drastically, but it did not drop in densely stitched laminates. 

The effect of stitch thread thickness for moderately stitched specimens was 

relatively small (3%). However, for densely stitched laminates, specimens with a stitch 

thread thickness of 500 denier presented GIIC values that were 1.5 times those of 

specimens with a stitch thread thickness of 200 denier. 
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Chapter 3 

Finite Element Analysis of Tabbed End Notched Flexure 

(TENF) Test 

 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter demonstrates a finite element simulation of tabbed end notched 

flexure (TENF) test of stitched composites. In this simulation, the interaction between 

stitch threads and composite laminate become most important. Therefore, a novel 

experimental test called interlaminar shear test (IST) is introduced to understand the 

bridging mechanism of single stitched laminate under pure shear loading.  The load 

displacement curve that obtained by IST is then applied to FE model using spring 

connector element. Furthermore, cohesive zone elements are used to simulate crack 

propagation. A parametric study to find suitable cohesive zone parameters is conducted 

and the previous experimental results are used for comparison. The limitation of 

previous experimental condition, where only one stitch thread in delaminated region at 

the initial state, are also covered by increasing number of stitch threads at delaminated 

region. Finally, the model is then verified with different laminate lay-up configuration to 

check reliability of the modeling techniques.  

 

3.2 Interlaminar Shear Test (IST)  

3.2.1 Experimental Method 

Interlaminar shear test (IST) is a novel test method used to investigate the 

behavior of single stitch thread under pure shear loading. The specimens were cut 
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according to the dimensions shown in Figure 3.1. The laminates contained 24 plies of 

quasi-isotropic (+45/0/–45/90)3S carbon fibers (T800SC-24K, Toray Industry) and 

epoxy (XNR/H6813, Nagase Chemtex Corp.) as the matrix. Mechanical properties of 

epoxy [89] and carbon fiber [90] are listed in Table 3.1. Kapton film is inserted in the 

middle layers. Vectran thread (Kuraray) was used as the stitch thread, with a fiber linear 

density of 500 denier (equivalent to 0.0394 mm
2
 cross-sectional area). The details of 

laminates fabrication have been described in the previous chapter. It is worth noting that 

the single stitch was in the stitching environment (connected with other stitches). The 

other eight stitch threads where located at all of the edges had already been cut in the 

middle layer using a sharp, thin razor. Similar conditions have been used in interlaminar 

tension testing to avoid sudden pull-out of the stitch thread during the test [91]. Because 

there is no standard testing fixture for this specific application, a special jig was 

designed to be fitted with a standard Iosipescu fixture as shown in Figure 3.2. The 

specimen was held by the special jig and placed in the Iosipescu fixture, before being 

tested using a tensile test machine (Instron 4505 series). A small load cell (10 kN) was 

used, with a crosshead speed of 0.025 mm min
–1

. The tests were conducted until the 

stitch thread broke. 

 

Table 3.1: Mechanical properties of matrix and carbon fiber 

Epoxy matrix Carbon fiber 

Tensile strength = 50 MPa Tensile strength = 5,880 MPa 

Flexural strength = 120 MPa Tensile modulus 294 GPa 

Flexural Modulus = 2.8 GPa Laminae tensile modulus (60% Vf) = 154 MPa 

 Laminae tensile strength = 2,950 MPa 
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Figure 3.1: Interlaminar shear test specimen  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Interlaminar shear test set-up 

 

3.2.2 Finite Element Simulation of Interlaminar Shear Test 

To simulate the ENF test, IST of a single-stitched specimen was first modelled 

and verified. Finite element modelling was conducted using ABAQUS commercial 

software. The stitch thread was modelled as a spring connector with a user-defined 

force–displacement relationship. The spring was connected to the laminates through 

multiple-point constraints (MPCs). The size and shape of the connection points (the 

MPC area) were based on the stitch cross-sectional area as shown in Figure 3.3. The 

stitches resembled composite materials containing two stitch threads (Figure 3.1) with 
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epoxy resin as the matrix. Generally, the cross-sectional areas of the stitches were close 

to elliptical as a result of the compaction and pre-tensioning of the two threads during 

fabrication. The major and minor axes of the ellipse were measured from seven 

specimens.  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Cross-sectional of stitch thread composites at the interface of middle layers 

 

The geometry of the IST model is shown in Figure 3.4. The area close to the 

MPC area was also modelled as an ellipse, with axis lengths and element sizes twice 

those in the MPC area. Taking account of the stress concentrations existing between the 

stitch thread and the surrounding laminates, the convergence of the element sizes was 

investigated. Several combinations of element sizes were simulated to check mesh 

convergence (Figure 3.5). 

Each layer of laminates was modelled using continuum shell elements, with one 

element in each thickness of the layer. All of the layers were connected by sharing of 

nodes. Prior to computation, the element shape and compatibility errors were checked 

using the ABAQUS package. The laminae properties listed in Table 1 were used which 

calculated using in-house simulation codes based on the homogenization method [92]. 

Input properties such as fiber and matrix properties were obtained from the 
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manufacturers. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Half model (lower part) of IST specimen 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Convergence check of the elements sizes 

 

3.3 Finite Element Simulation of Tabbed End Notched Flexure Test 

Mode II delamination tests of multidirectional stitched composites were reported 

in the previous chapter. A tabbed end notched flexure (TENF) specimen was used to 

avoid matrix cracking in the loading area during the test (Figure 3.6). Therefore, in this 

finite element simulation, the TENF test was modelled, rather than the ENF test. The 
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modelling and meshing techniques for the laminates (including the stitched thread) from 

the IST simulation were adopted.   

Additional aluminum tabs and adhesive bonding were connected to the 

laminates by node sharing. The crack propagation plane was modelled using cohesive 

zone elements with a traction separation response. The cohesive zone elements were 

inserted at positions where an actual crack occurred in the previous experiments (at the 

interface of the –45/0 layers, on the compression side). To select appropriate parameters 

for the cohesive zone elements, a parametric study was conducted. These CZM 

parameters were the initial interface stiffness K0, the interface strength σi and the 

viscosity coefficient µ. Zhao et al. [42] have summarized typical values of K0 and σI, II 

obtained by many investigators through trial-and-error methods (in many types of 

application). It seems that most investigators have preferred to use an initial stiffness 

between 10
12

 and 10
15

 N m
–3

. Values that are too large can create unexpected 

oscillations, while values that are too small can give unreasonable compliance of the 

models.  

Unlike interface stiffness, there is no specific suggested value for interface 

strength. Some results indicated that lower values can help computational convergence, 

but extremely low values can affect accuracy [93]. Computational convergence has 

become a serious problem in simulation of mode II delamination tests. To overcome this, 

viscous damping techniques are commonly used [94]. The optimal viscosity coefficient 

should be determined, taking account of computational costs and the effect on the 

accuracy of the results [95]. In the present work, various values of K0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑜 and µ were 

tested and an appropriate value of each parameter was then recommended. 

Furthermore, a quadratic stress failure criterion was applied to evaluate the 
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initial damage according to the following equation: 
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where 𝜎𝑖 and 𝜎𝑖
o  (i = I, II, III) are respectively the stress components and the critical 

interfacial strength under pure modes I, II and III. 

Delamination growth was controlled by an exponential softening fracture-based 

method. A mixed mode fracture energy criterion with power-law interaction was applied 

according to the following equation: 
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The normal critical strain energy release rates 𝐺𝑛
𝑐  and shear critical strain 

energy release rates 𝐺𝑠
𝑐, 𝐺𝑡

𝑐 were 450 and 880 J m
–2

, respectively, which were obtained 

from literature [15, 88] and the previous experiments. The value of α was assumed to be 

1. To reduce the simulation time, a half-slice model was used instead of the full model. 

Each half-slice was equal to one-sixteenth of the full model and consisted of only half 

of the stitch thread in the width direction, as shown in Figure 3.7. The symmetric 

boundary condition was applied at the side where the half-stitch was placed. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: TENF experimental set up 
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Another issue that has to be addressed in modelling stitched multidirectional 

laminates is the interaction between the stitch and matrix for different layer orientations. 

The interlaminar shear tests of a single stitch in the previous section were conducted 

with the crack between the 90°/90° layers. In this case, during the test, the stitch 

penetrates the surrounding laminates in the x-direction (Figure 3.1 and 3.2), which is 

perpendicular to the 90° layer as shown in Figure 3.3. The force–displacement curve of 

a single stitch will be different if the stitch penetrates the laminates with another 

orientation. To deal with this issue, the elastic modulus E of the elements in the vicinity 

of the stitch threads (Figure 3.4) was varied, depending on the orientation of each 

laminate (at the position where the spring connector was applied). It was assumed to be 

4.6 GPa (equal to E2 of the laminate), 2.8 GPa (equal to Ematrix of the matrix) and 3.7 

GPa (the average of E2 and Ematrix ) for the cases in which the spring was connected to 

the laminate with orientations of 90°, 0° and 45°, respectively. These adjustments of 

properties were applied only at those layers where a crack plane existed, because the 

penetration of the stitch through the laminate was negligible at other layers.  

 

 

Figure 3.7: TENF modeling geometry 
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Using similar techniques, the effects of the number of stitch thread rows on 

mode II delamination properties were investigated. It should be noted that this issue 

could not be investigated in previous experimental work, where the TENF testing for a 

crack length a of 25 mm was conducted with only one stitch thread in the crack region 

(Figure 3.6). The experimental work showed that the GIIC of stitched composites (at a = 

25mm) were even lower than the values for unstitched composites, because of the 

increasing local fiber volume fraction in the stitched laminates. Several models with 

different numbers of stitch rows in the crack region were analyzed, and a model of 

unstitched laminates was also presented for comparison. 

 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Experimental and Simulation Results of Interlaminar Shear Test 

Interlaminar shear test results of single stitched laminate are plotted in Figure 3.8. 

At initial displacement (up to 0.2 mm), a disturbance in load-displacement curve 

occurred due to the sticky interface and in-plane fiber bridging. Although Kapton film 

was inserted at the middle layer, the interlaminar surfaces still stick each other. The 

fracture surface (Figure 3.9) shows that the delamination was not occurred smoothly at 

the Kapton film interface, but in some region delamination occurred in between fibers. 

The Kapton film was not worked properly due to some reasons. Some damage could be 

created on the film during needle penetration into the preform as shown in Figure 3.10. 

Noted that the release film was inserted into the preform before stitching and resin 

infusing. In addition, the film itself was in contact with the in-plane fibers under 

pre-tension during stitching process, hence the film surface might not be perfectly flat. 
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Figure 3.8: Load-displacement curve obtained by IST of single stitched laminate 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Fracture surface of interlaminar shear test specimen 

 

In order to understand the stitch thread bridging mechanism under shear loading, 

micro-computed tomography images of IST specimens at different loading condition are 
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presented in Figure 3.11. After completely delaminated, with a small load (21 N) the 

stitch thread is de-bonded from surrounding laminate. The load increase almost linearly 

and the stitch thread starts to ploughs the surrounding laminate particularly at the region 

close to delaminated area. It is reported [96] that there were internal damage of the 

stitch thread before the final failure, but it could not be captured in this study.  

 

 

Figure 3.10: Stitching process with Kapton film at the middle layer  

 

 

Figure 3.11: Micro-CT image of IST specimen after different loading 
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Furthermore, the fracture surface (Figure 3.9) also showed that the stitch thread 

broken at the mid-layer where delamination occurred. It revealed that the frictional 

force between stitch thread and surrounding laminates could be neglected because of the 

absence of fiber pull-out. The situation was different in the opening-mode case [97], 

where the stitch threads broke mostly at the upper side of the threads and the frictional 

force (after stitch breakage) played an important role in the energy release rate. 

Therefore, in shear-mode loading, the energy dissipated by stitch bridging is mostly due 

to stitch de-bonding, penetration of the stitch into the laminates (ploughing), 

deformation and fracture of the stitch threads. 

The simulation results (Figure 3.12) was obtained from the model with element 

sizes 0.02 and 0.04 mm in the MPC area and the surrounding area, respectively. These 

element sizes were selected for the single-stitch model on the basis of the element 

convergence check (Figure 3.5), where mesh-independent results had already been 

obtained with these typical element sizes. Figure 3.12 presents a parametric study of 

spring connector properties. The spring constant of 450 N/mm seems to be fit well with 

the experimental results. Hence this spring constant is used in modeling mode II 

delamination test of stitched composites.  

In order to analyze the stresses at various step of loading, three components of 

stresses (S11, S22, and S12) are taken at the delaminated surface (90° layer) of the moving 

part of IST specimen as shown in Figure 3.13. The stresses are plotted in Figure 3.14-16 

with loading of 10.5, 21.3, and 180.5 N (before broken), respectively. It is worth to be 

noted that the stresses distribution are in local coordinate of 90° layer, so that S11 means 

normal stress along fiber direction (y-axis in global coordinate system) and S22 is 

normal stress perpendicular to fiber direction (x-axis in global coordinate system).  
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Figure 3.12: Load displacement curve of experimental and numerical results  

 

 

Figure 3.13: Global coordinate system of IST simulation 

 

Figure 3.14 shows that with small load (10.5 N), S22 reach the value above the 

matrix tensile strength (50 MPa) which indicate the possibility of matrix crack around 
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the stitch fibers. Furthermore, with 21.3 N of load, S12 almost reach the matrix shear 

strength (120 MPa). Hence matrix surrounding the stitch will start to be damage 

(de-bonding) and by increasing the load, the de-bonding could be extended along the 

stitch thread.   

 

 

Figure 3.14: Displacement and stress distribution at delaminated surface (90° layer) of 

the moving part, under 10.5 N loading (a)Displacement in x-direction (b)Normal stress 

along fibers direction (c)In-plane shear stress (d)Normal stress perpendicular to fibers 

direction 
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The results agree with experimental results where stitch threads de-bonded at lower load. 

The relative displacement between stitch thread and surrounding laminate (Figure 

3.16(a)) also exhibit the stitch thread penetrates the laminate. 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Displacement and stress distribution at delaminated surface (90° layer) of 

moving part, under 21.3 N loading (a)Displacement in x-direction (b)Normal stress 

along fibers direction (c)In-plane shear stress (d)Normal stress perpendicular to fibers 

direction 
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Figure 3.16: Displacement and stress distribution at delaminated surface (90° layer) of 

moving part, under 180.5 N loading (a)Displacement in x-direction (b)Normal stress 

along fibers direction (c)In-plane shear stress (d)Normal stress perpendicular to fibers 

direction 

 

3.4.2 Cohesive Zone Modeling Parameters 

The results of the parametric study of interfacial strength, viscosity coefficient 

and interfacial stiffness are plotted in Figures 3.17-19, respectively. All of these figures 

show the load–displacement curves until the initial crack starts to propagate (indicated 
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by the drop in load). Beyond this point, the simulation will run relatively slowly. 

Considering the computational time and the energy release rate calculation method, 

which were based on the peak load [98], the simulations were stopped a few millimeters 

beyond the load drop point. 

Figure 3.17 shows that variation in interfacial strength did not affect the peak 

load significantly. It could affect the length of delamination during crack propagation 

process. However, the experimental data [98] were mainly taken until the peak load 

obtained, and delamination process do not continue until the center of loading point. 

Therefore additional verification of the model by considering the crack length 

propagation is needed and reported at the end of this chapter.  

 

 

Figure 3.17: Effects of critical interfacial strength 

 

For the sake of computational convergence, as already discussed, interfacial strengths of 

40 and 70 MPa were selected for 𝜎𝐼
𝑜 and 𝜎𝐼𝐼

𝑜, respectively. In this work, 𝜎𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝑜  was 

assumed to be the same as 𝜎𝐼𝐼
𝑜.  
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Unlike the interfacial strength, the viscosity coefficient had a notable effect on 

the peak load (Figure 3.18) and on computational convergence. When a viscosity 

coefficient was not applied, the simulation stopped before crack propagation. On the 

other hand, the use of a high value of the viscosity coefficient (µ = 10
–3

) led to a lower 

computational cost, but the peak load was far above the experimental result. Taking 

account of the need for both accuracy and computational efficiency, a range of µ from 

10
–5

 to10
–4

 seems to be most appropriate for this particular simulation. 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Effects of viscosity coefficient of the cohesive element 

 

Finally, the interfacial stiffness has a remarkable influence on the simulation 

results (Figure 3.19). It shows that the upper limit (10
15

 N m
–3

) suggested by many 

investigators is not appropriate in this type of simulation, because the peak load is far 

above the experimental value. A relatively low stiffness helps convergence but leads to 

inaccurate results. On the basis of the results in Figure 3.19, an interfacial stiffness 

between 4.25 × 10
14

 and 4.5 × 10
14

 N m
–3

 should be selected. 
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Figure 3.19: Effects of interfacial stiffness 

 

3.4.3 Effects of Number of Stitch Rows in the Crack Region 

As discussed previously, the TENF testing was done using an initial condition 

with only one stitch row in the crack region. Because of the limited specimen length, a 

test with more stitch rows in the crack region could not be conducted properly. The 

finite element analysis here investigates the effect of stitch rows in the crack region. The 

load–displacement curve (Figure 3.20) reveals a significant effect of the number of 

stitch rows on the peak load. The more stitch rows there were in the crack region, the 

greater was the load needed to initiate propagation of delamination. However, an 

increasing load could not be considered as equivalent to an increasing energy release 

rate, because the compliance of the laminates also changed owing to stitch bridging. To 

address this issue, further work is needed to understand the energy dissipated by the 

stitch during loading. The energy dissipation due to stitch penetration of the laminate, to 

plastic deformation of the stitch thread and to fracture should be quantified clearly.  
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Furthermore, all of the stitched laminate models showed semi-stable crack 

propagation, even with no stitch row in the crack region. It should be noted that the 

absence of a stitch row in the crack region means that the model has stitch rows in the 

non-cracked region (and is not equivalent to a totally unstitched laminate model). The 

delamination behavior is called semi-stable because propagation occurred when a step 

(a small drop in load) appeared in the load–displacement curve. Conversely, in the case 

of a totally unstitched laminate model, the load dropped drastically once delamination 

started to propagate. This showed that stitched laminates could suppress propagation of 

delamination. 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Effects of number of stitch rows at the crack region  

 

3.4.4 Finite Element Validation using other Laminate Orientation 

In order to confirm reliability of the developed finite element model, particularly 

on cohesive zone parameter as discussed previously, another validation with different 

specimen lay-up were conducted. Additional experiment with stitched laminate lay-up 
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of [45/90/-45/0/0/45/90/90/-45/0]s were tested continuously until the delamination reach 

the central loading pin. Load-displacement curve with number of active stitch threads 

from both experiment and finite element simulation are plotted in Figure 3.21. The 

finite element result shows strong agreement with the experimental ones (with 5% error 

in the peak load). The crack propagation length vs. loading pin displacement also 

observed as shown in Figure 3.22. The simulation of crack propagation exhibits similar 

results with the experimental data, thus confirm the reliability of modeling techniques 

and a proper selection of cohesive zone parameters.  

 

 

Figure 3.21: Load displacement curve with number of active stitch thread at crack 

region 

The delamination interface at crack length of 38 mm and 50 mm are depicted in 

Figure 3.23. It also shows that at stitch thread position, the delamination (the red area) is 

suppressed significantly due to the full effect of reducing crack sliding displacement by 

the stitch threads.  
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Figure 3.22: Crack propagation length vs. displacement 

 

 

Figure 3.23: Delamination indicator (a) At the crack length of 38 mm (b) At the crack 

length of 50 mm 
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The possibility of fiber rupture and matrix crack during the simulation is also 

investigated. Figure 3.24 (b) shows the normal stress (S11) distribution at the entire 

specimen. The highest stress is at vicinity of stitch threads (delamination region) as 

shown in zoom area with the maximum stress value about 1542 MPa. Compared to the 

laminate tensile strength (2950 MPa), the maximum stress is much lower than 

maximum normal stress (S11). Hence, it is confirmed that there is no fiber rupture during 

the test. 

 

 

Figure 3.24: Finite element simulation of TENF at the crack length of 50 mm       

(a) Deflection-U3 (b) Normal stress along fiber direction-S11 
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The possibility of matrix crack is investigated using maximum normal stress 

perpendicular to fiber direction (S22) and in-plane shear stress (S12) as depicted in Figure 

3.25. The maximum value of normal stress (S22) occurred at upper aluminum tab under 

the loading pin contact region. At the stitched laminate region the normal stress are 

seem to be lower than matrix tensile strength (50 MPa). Also for in-plane shear stress 

(S12), the maximum value is lower than matrix shear strength (about 80 MPa). Therefore, 

it is also confirmed that no matrix crack occurred during the test.  

 

 

Figure 3.25: Finite element simulation of TENF at the crack length of 50 mm       

(a) Normal stress perpendicular to fiber direction-S22 (b) In-plane shear stress-S12  
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In experimental work, it was reported that there is no stitch thread broken until 

end of the test for stitched laminate with 500 denier stitch thread thickness. The 

deformation of each stitch thread at the delaminated region cannot be investigated by 

experiment. Figure 3.26 shows the predicted deformation of each stitch thread during 

TENF test. It is important to be noted that the stitch thread will be broken when it reach 

the expansion of 0.4 mm (considering the maximum load of 180 N and spring connector 

stiffness of 450 N/mm). Figure 3.26 clearly concludes that the first stitch thread which 

has the longest expansion (0.16 mm) is still far from broken point.   

   

 

Figure 3.26: Predicting stitch thread deformation during TENF test   
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3.5 Conclusions 

A finite element model of the mode II delamination test has been successfully 

developed. A single-stitched laminate was modelled under pure shear loading and the 

results verified by experimental data. TENF models were developed using a cohesive 

zone element to represent the crack propagation plane and adopting the techniques of 

single-stitched laminate modelling. A study of the cohesive zone modelling parameters 

revealed that the interfacial stiffness K0 and viscosity coefficient μ have significant 

effects on accuracy and computational time, while the interfacial strength seems to have 

a negligible effect on the peak load. The appropriate ranges for K0 and μ are 4.25 × 10
14

 

to 4.5 × 10
14

 N m
–3

 and 10
–5

 to 10
–4

, respectively.  

The finite element results showed that the number of stitch rows in the crack 

region has a strong effect on the peak load before crack propagation. It can also be 

concluded in general that the stitching technique can suppress propagation of 

delamination. Even though there is no stitch row in the crack region, the existing stitch 

threads ahead of the crack tip will immediately suppress the crack propagation once 

delamination starts to propagate. Furthermore, the finite element simulation also 

confirms the experimental results that there is no stitched broken during TENF test. 
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Chapter 4 

Feasibility Study of Using Four Point End Notched Flexure 

(4ENF) Test for Stitched Laminate Application  

 

4.1 Overview 

This chapter aims to conduct feasibility study of using four point end notched 

flexure (4ENF) test as an alternative method for mode II delamination test. Both 

standard 4ENF and tabbed 4ENF (T4ENF) specimen of stitched composite laminate are 

investigated numerically. In order to observe whether matrix crack or fiber rupture 

occurred during the test simulation, maximum normal and shear stresses at each layer 

are plotted. The matrix crack are then calculated using Hashin`s criteria, while fibers 

rupture are determined using maximum stress criteria. A parametric study of various 

matrix strength properties is conducted to understand the limitation of both testing 

methods. Furthermore, energy release rate of stitched composite are predicted based on 

compliance calibration method and the error of using T4ENF method are also 

investigated.   

 

4.2 Modeling Techniques 

4.2.1 Finite Element Model 

The testing set-up of T4ENF is shown in Figure 4.1 refers to reported work by 

Davies et.al [99]. It is important to be noted that centre loading pin has capability to be 

rotated so that the load is kept balanced during the test. Tabs are omitted in case of 

normal 4ENF test. The laminate consist of 20 layers of carbon fibres 
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(Torayca-T800SC-24K) with lay-up order of [+45/90/-45/0/0/+45/90/90/-45/0]s. The 

mechanical properties of laminae are calculated based on homogenization method using 

in house codes [92] and summarize in Table 4.1. The thickness of each layer is 0.205 

mm, and total thickness of specimen is 6.35 mm including aluminium tabs and adhesive 

bonding. Al 7075T6 (yield strength of 500 MPa) are used for the tab plates. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Set-up of tabbed 4ENF test 

 

Table 4.1: Mechanical properties of laminae 

E1 

(GPa) 

E2 

(GPa) 

E3 

(GPa) 

G1 

(GPa) 

G2 

(GPa) 

G3 

(GPa) 

υ12 υ13 υ23 

158.6 4.7 4.7 3.8 3.8 2.7 0.33 0.33 0.47 

 

Finite element model of tabbed 4ENF test are depicted in Figure 4.2. The fixture 

is also included in the analysis to investigate the fixture deformation during the test. The 

same modeling techniques of ENF test in previous chapter are adopted where the stitch 

threads are modeled by spring connector element and delamination are simulated using 
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cohesive zone elements as shown in Figure 4.3. All cohesive zone parameters in the 

previous chapter are also adopted in modeling 4ENF test. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Finite element model of Tabbed 4ENF test 
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Figure 4.3: Detail modelling techniques of Tabbed 4ENF test 

 

4.2.2 Investigating Laminate Failure during 4ENF Test 

It is important to be noted that there should be no laminate failure except 

delamination during the 4ENF test. To comply this requirement, the possibility of 

matrix crack and fiber ruptures are investigated. The matrix crack will be occurred if 

Equation 4.1 (Hashin`s criteria) is satisfied. 
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where, σ22 and σ12 are normal stress perpendicular to fibers orientation and in-plane shear 

stress, respectively. YT is matrix tensile strength, while Sxy is matrix shear strength.  

Furthermore, fiber ruptures are occurred whenever the maximum stress criterion 

(Equation 4.2) is satisfied. In this condition, normal stress in fiber direction is equal or 

more than fiber tensile failure. For carbon fiber T800SC-24K from Toray Inc., fiber 

tensile failure (XT) is 2950 MPa [90].    
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Both x and y direction in Equation 4.1 and 4.2 are in local coordinate system. In 

case of unidirectional laminate, the local coordinate system will be the same with the 

global one.  

4.2.3 Predicting of Energy Release Rates 

Energy release rate (GIIC) is calculated from the simulation results using 

compliance calibration method following Equation 4.3 as proposed by Davies et.al [37]. 

w

mP
GIIC

2

2

  (4.3) 

where m is the slope of compliance vs. crack length, P is a certain load where 

delamination start to propagate, and w is the width of the specimen. To obtain the value 

of m, compliance of the model are simulated at the crack length of 35, 38, 41, and 44 

mm. Noted that these crack length involved 1, 2, 3, or 4 active stitch threads at the 

delaminated area, respectively. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussions 

4.3.1 Load-displacement Curves 

Predicted load vs. displacement curves, deformations and delamination regions 

are presented in Figures 4.4-11. The simulation results of unstitched unidirectional and 

multidirectional laminate are also presented (Figure 4.4-7) as references. Relatively 

constant load after crack propagations are depicted that indicate stable crack 

propagation, even for unstitched laminate. It is worth to be noted that stable crack 

propagations is a typical characteristic of 4ENF test [38, 99-101]. 
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Figure 4.4: Predicted load-displacement curve of unstitched unidirectional 

laminate under 4ENF test 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Simulation results of unstitched unidirectional laminate under 4ENF test  

(a) Deformation (b) Delamination propagated till 48.5 mm length 
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Figure 4.6: Predicted load-displacement curve of unstitched multidirectional laminate 

under 4ENF test 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Simulation results of unstitched multidirectional laminate under 4ENF test 

(a) Deformation (b) Delamination propagated till 48.5 mm length 
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Figure 4.8 shows simultaneously the load-displacement curve of stitched 

laminate under 4ENF test (without tabs) with respective crack propagation length. The 

loads are kept increasing after crack propagation that indicate the load bridging by stitch 

threads at delaminated region. Figure 4.9 (a) depicted the fixture is not in horizontal 

condition due to the rotation at the loading point to balance the load at both contact 

points with the specimen. The figure is also indicated that there is no deflection at the 

fixture due to relative high load during the test. Figure 4.9 shows the delamination 

pattern of stitched laminate which is different with the pattern of unstitched laminate 

shown previously (Figure 4.5 and 4.7). The areas closed to the stitched thread are 

retained from delamination due to suppressed sliding displacement by the stitch thread. 

Furthermore, stitch threads deformation are depicted in Figure 4.10, the maximum stitch 

thread extension is 0.16 mm which shown by the first stitch thread (spring-1 in the finite 

element simulation). It confirm that there is no stitched broken during the test 

simulation. 

The load-displacement curve of stitched laminate under tabbed 4ENF test is 

depicted in Figure 4.11. The effect of tabs plates are clearly shown by highest slope of 

the curve compared to specimen without tabs (Figure 4.8). Although higher load 

occurred during the test, the fixture still kept un-deformed as shown in Figure 4.12 (a). 

It is worth noted that the deformation at loading point on the upper side of the fixture 

does not show any concentrated deformation, hence confirmed no deflection of the 

fixture. Moreover, the delamination pattern (Figure 4.12 (b)), also shows the effect of 

sliding displacement suppression by stitch threads at the delaminated region. Figure 

4.13 shows the deformation of each stitch threads at delaminated region. The maximum 

extension is 0.12 mm which shorter than the maximum extension in 4ENF simulation.  
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Figure 4.8: Predicted load-displacement curve of stitched laminate under 4ENF test 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Simulation results of stitched multidirectional laminate under 4ENF test  

(a) Deformation (b) Delamination propagated till 48.5 mm length 
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Figure 4.10: Predicting stitch thread deformation during 4ENF test 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Predicted load-displacement curve of stitched laminate under Tabbed 4ENF  
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Figure 4.12: Simulation results of stitched multidirectional laminate under T4ENF test  

(a) Deformation (b) Delamination propagated till 48.5 mm length 
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Figure 4.13: Predicting stitch thread deformation during T4ENF test 

 

4.3.2 Laminate Failure Possibility during 4ENF Test 

In order to investigate the possibility of premature failure during 4ENF test, 

stresses analysis at each layer of laminate are conducted, particularly on the stress 

components (σxx, σxy, σyy) in Equation 4.1 and 4.2. The stresses were measured at the 

middle span loading pins which are the highest stresses at each layer.  

Considering all of required stresses components are in local coordinate, the 

stresses in unstitched unidirectional laminate are presented first (Figures 4.14-16). The 

local coordinate of unidirectional laminate is the same with global coordinate system. 
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Figure 4.14 shows normal stresses along fiber direction (σxx) at each layer of 

unidirectional laminate at various crack propagation length (∆a) during 4ENF 

simulation. At initial state of loading where the crack (delamination) has not been 

propagated yet, the stresses along the thickness are in one linear line. By increasing the 

displacement, the crack starts to propagate toward the middle span. At position where 

the crack tip close to middle span (∆a = 14 mm) the stresses plot starts to form two 

linear lines. 

Figure 4.15-16 exhibit the normal stresses perpendicular to fiber direction (σyy) 

and in plane shear stresses (σxy) which are the main stress components to determine 

matrix crack. In case of unidirectional laminate, both of stresses are almost zero, a small 

increment appears (below 3 MPa) when the crack tip is closed to measured position.  

 

Figure 4.14: Normal stress along fiber direction (σxx) of unstitched unidirectional 

laminate 
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Figure 4.15: Normal stress perpendicular to fiber direction (σyy) of unstitched 

unidirectional laminate 

 

 

Figure 4.16: In plane shear stress (σxy) of unstitched unidirectional laminate 
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In order to investigate the possibility of matrix crack during 4ENF and T4ENF 

test of stitched laminate, normal stress perpendicular to fiber direction (S22) and in-plane 

shear stress of stitched laminate (S12) are depicted in Figures 4.17-20. The maximum 

stresses (for both S22 and S12) are occurred at interface between stitch area and 

surrounding laminate which has been discussed previously in IST simulation. However, 

the energy dissipated by damages occurred at stitch area (due to stitch bridging) are 

considered in mode II energy release rate. However, the damages (matrix crack) 

occurred in other positions are not consider in mode II energy release rate, thus 

prohibited during the test. To address this restriction, the stresses (S22 and S12) at the 

middle of loading span are plotted in Figure 4.18 and 4.20. It is important to be noted 

that the stress value are taken at the end of simulation, where the crack propagation 

length reached 13.5 mm. From the figures, it is clearly shown that the maximum value 

occurs at the lowest layer (45º), from which couple effect of both stresses on matrix 

crack are calculated (using Equation 4.1). The possibility of matrix crack is highly 

depends on type of the matrix. To evaluate the effect of matrix tensile strength on matrix 

crack, a parametric study is reported in Table 4.2. In this parametric study, matrix shear 

strengths are assumed to be the same (80 MPa) because its contribution to initiate 

matrix crack is relatively small. Table 4.2 shows that using a typical matrix with tensile 

strength lower than 40 MPa, 4ENF has a problem due matrix crack which occurred 

during the test. On the other hand, T4ENF test is suitable for any type of matrix because 

it reduces the maximum stresses as shown in Figure 4.18 and 4.20.     
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Figure 4.17: Normal stresses perpendicular to fibers direction-S22 (a) Stitched laminate 

without tabs (b) Stitched laminate with tabs 

 

Figure 4.18: Normal stress perpendicular to fiber direction at each layer 
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Figure 4.19: In-plane shear stresses-S12 (a) Stitched laminate without tabs (b) Stitched 

laminate with tabs 

 

 

Figure 4.20: In-plane shear stress at each layer 
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Table 4.2: Parametric study of matrix crack 

Method 
σyy 

(MPa) 

σxy 

(MPa) 

Matrix crack (Equation 4.1) varied by YT (MPa) 

30 40 50 60 

4ENF 34.35 -20.45 1.38 0.80 0.54 0.39 

T4ENF 10.46 -7.80 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.04 

 

Furthermore, the fiber rupture is not occurred because the maximum normal 

stress along fiber direction (Figure 4.21 and 4.22) are much lower than fiber tensile 

strength (2950 MPa). Figure 4.21 also shows the normal stress at aluminum tabs (268.1 

MPa) which is lower than the yield strength of Al 7075T6 (500 MPa). Hence, it is 

confirmed that the tab plates are still far away from plastic deformation.  

 

 

Figure 4.21: Normal stresses along fibers direction-S11 (a) Stitched laminate without 

tabs (b) Stitched laminate with tabs 
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Figure 4.22: Normal stress in fiber direction 

 

4.3.3 Energy Release Rates Prediction 

Energy release rates (GIIC) are calculated using Equation 4.3. The slopes (m) are 

obtained from compliance vs crack length as shown in Figure 4.23. Compliances of 

T4ENF are lower than those of 4ENF due to the existence of the tabs. The slopes (m) 

for 4ENF and T4ENF are 4e-05 and 1e-05, respectively. The loads (P) are recorded at 

several points where the delamination starts to propagate. Energy release rates (GIIC) 

obtained using 4ENF and T4ENF are compared in Table 4.2. The errors of using T4ENF 

compared with 4ENF are less than three percent.  

Considering specimen damage possibility and results accuracy, T4ENF exhibits 

the best choice. It could be used to some extent where delamination propagates passing 

through the center of loading span, so that higher GIIC could be measured. In this case, 

one should aware with aluminum tabs plastic deformation while increasing the 

displacement extremely.  
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Figure 4.23: Compliance vs. crack length 

 

Table 4.3: Energy release rate prediction 

Crack Length  Load (kN)       GII (kJ/m
2
) 

(mm) 4ENF T4ENF 4ENF T4ENF Error (%) 

35 0.94 1.87 0.83 0.84 0.44 

36.5 1.02 2.03 0.99 0.98 -0.79 

38 1.07 2.13 1.08 1.08 0.38 

39.5 1.21 2.40 1.39 1.37 -1.93 

41 1.18 2.34 1.33 1.30 -1.84 

42.5 1.40 2.76 1.86 1.81 -2.71 

44 1.37 2.70 1.78 1.74 -2.63 

  

4.4 Conclusions 

Specimen preparation for standard 4ENF test is simpler then T4ENF test. 

Therefore, prior to experimental testing, it is better to check whether 4ENF test is quite 

enough to evaluate mode II delamination properties of typical stitched composites. The 
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numerical results of this study could be used as a general guideline that the laminate 

with relatively higher matrix tensile strength (above 40 MPa for the typical lay-up in 

this study) could be tested using standard 4ENF test, otherwise T4ENF test has to be 

used. T4ENF provide a wider capability because it reduces the critical normal and shear 

stress at each layers. It has also been proved numerically that T4ENF possesses quite 

similar results with standard 4ENF, with the error of less than three percent.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

This dissertation aims to investigate the effectiveness of stitching techniques in 

improving mode II delamination of composite laminates. Both experimental and 

numerical works are conducted. Experimental work is focus on evaluating the effect of 

stitch thread thickness and stitch density on enhancing mode II energy release rates 

(GIIC) for particular stitch materials namely Vectran. The numerical work is purposed to 

provide a general tools that can evaluate any related issue on mode II delamination 

behavior, including; end notched flexure test (ENF), and four point end notched flexure 

(4ENF).  

The main conclusions are summarized as follows. 

First, stitch thread density is the most important parameter in designing the 

stitched composites. Using tabbed ENF test, it is found that high stitch density (3 x 3 

mm) can improve the energy release rate by 2.4 times. However, low stitch density (6 x 

6 mm) does not improve the energy release rate which is originally reported in this 

dissertation. The reason is that stitching process itself increases local fiber volume 

fraction. Higher fiber volume fraction reduced the energy released rate because it 

creates higher interface stress between fibers and matrix, thus the delamination occur 

easier. Therefore, in low stitched density, GIIC improvement by stitch thread bridging is 

covered by GIIC reduction due to higher local fiber volume fraction.   

Second, stitch thread thickness is the next parameter to be considered. The 
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results explain that its effect on improvement GIIC is not as higher as stitch density. 

Furthermore, it is important to be noted that using thicker stitch thread thickness will 

create bigger resin rich region and higher in-plane fiber waviness which can reduce the 

in-plane properties of stitched composites. So, it is better to increase stitch density 

rather than stitch thread thickness to optimize the mechanical properties. 

Third, a novel interlaminar shear test (IST) is performed to understand the 

bridging mechanism of single stitched laminate. Based on force-displacement curve, 

micro-CT image and fracture surface of IST specimens, it could be summarized that 

stitch thread dissipates the energy by de-bonding from surrounding laminate, 

penetrating the laminate, followed by stitch deformation and fracture. It is also 

important to be noted that the stitch thread broken at delaminated surface, so that the 

friction force between stitch and laminate could be ignored.  

Four, using cohesive zone element and spring connector to represent the stitch 

thread bridging, finite element model of ENF and 4ENF test are successfully modeled. 

The simulation results show good agreement with the experimental one. Furthermore, 

using developed FE model, the feasibility study of using 4ENF test is investigated. The 

simulation results show that 4ENF specimen without tab can be used if the matrix 

tension strength is relatively high (above 40 MPa in this study), otherwise tabbed 4ENF 

specimen has to be used. 

Generally, the main conclusions in this thesis fit up the results of long term research on 

stitched composites manufactured by sophisticated stitching techniques [11] and 

utilizing Vectran as the stitch threads material. Using this stitching technique, the 

delamination propagation is suppressed significantly in case of mode I [102], mode II 

(this study) and low velocity impact testing [102], as discussed in literature review. 
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In-plane properties, the most reported drawback of 3-dimensional composites, have also 

been investigated [103]. Some issue such as tensile strength and failure strain are even 

increase by 10%. Only compression strength still show a small decreasing about 16% 

which actually could be solved by minimizing fiber waviness and utilizing thinner 

stitched thread to reduce resin rich region [103]. Finally, considering the tremendous 

improvement on delamination behavior and minimum change on in-plane properties, 

stitching techniques in this study seems to be applicable for solving the delamination 

issue of composites laminate for the next generation of aircraft structures.   

    

5.2 Recommendations 

Recommendations for future works are listed below: 

1. It is interesting to evaluate shear mode delamination behavior of higher stitch 

density such as 1.5 x 1.5 mm or 1 mm x 1 mm, so that a correlation between the 

stitch-threads density and GIIC can be fully described. 

2. Experimental work in 4ENF will be most valuable in order to verify the possibility 

of using 4ENF test without tabs. 

3. It is important to check the effect of neglecting stitch thread area and its 

surrounding area in FE modeling because it has to be modelled with very fine mesh, 

thus time consuming. It worse to be investigated whether multi point constraints (in 

shear direction) could be applied to entire surface without affecting the results. 

4. It is also interesting to investigate experimentally the matrix crack and materials 

degradation rule for stitched composite using open-hole tension. The results will be 

important to obtain more accurate results of quasi static indentation and low 

velocity impact test simulation. 
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Appendix A. Predicting Damage in Stitched Composites 

under Quasi Static Indentation Test 

 

A.1  Overview 

A general design tools is definitely needed to predict damage initiation and 

propagation during low velocity impact loading. To understand damage mechanism of 

low velocity impact (LVI), quasi static indentation (QSI) test is usually used [53, 104, 

105]. Both of LVI and QSI are strongly related to mode II delamination properties [106] 

which is the main topic of this thesis. Finite element model of quasi static indentation is 

developed by considering both of possible damages which are delamination and matrix 

crack. As an initial work, a relatively simple laminate orientation of [903/03]s is modeled 

and surface based cohesive element is employed to simulate the delamination. Moreover, 

to capture the matrix crack, Hashin`s criteria is introduced to the model using user 

subroutine in ABAQUS package. The simulation results, such as delamination area and 

load-displacement curve are verified with the experimental data from literature.   

 

A.2 Modelling Techniques 

A.2.1  Finite Element Model 

The experimental work on quasi static indentation (QSI) and low velocity impact 

(LVI) of stitched composites has been conducted by many researchers [50-56, 107]. 

Particularly in QSI experiment, our group member has been conducted the test [53] 

using 20 plies carbon fibers T800SC-24K (Toray Industries) with in-plane fiber 

orientation of [+45/90/-45/0/0/+45/90/90/-45/0]S. This ply orientation creates a 

complicated failure mechanism where the delamination occurred at almost all 
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interlaminars. Therefore, modelling such cases will need an extraordinary 

computational capability (hardware) and longer computational time. In order to develop 

a numerical model for stitched composites under QSI test, it is better to start working 

from a simple case. Thus work reported by Aymerich et al. [61] which used 12 ply 

[903/03]s is selected in this study. The laminates are manufactured from unidirectional 

prepreg tapes of graphite/epoxy HS160/REM. The mechanical properties of laminae 

shown in Table A.1, where E11, E22, E33 are Young`s modulus in the fiber, perpendicular 

to fiber and thickness directions, respectively. YT is the matrix tensile strength, and Sxy, 

Syz are matrix shear strength. The specimen size is 65 x 87.5 mm with average thickness 

of 2 mm. Low velocity impact tests were conducted using a drop-weight impact testing 

machine with hemispherical nose steel impactor of 12.5 mm diameter. The samples 

were simply supported on a steel plate with a 45 x 67.5 mm rectangular opening-hole. 

 

Table A.1: Mechanical properties of lamina [108] 

Elastic Modulus (GPa) Shear Modulus (GPa) Poisson`s Ratio Matrix Strength (MPa) 

E11 E22 = E33 G12 = G13 = G23 υ12 = υ13 = υ23 YT Sxy = Syz 

125 7.45 3.97 0.261 30.0 80.0 

 

The finite element model is developed using the commercial software ABAQUS 

package. To reduce computational time, only a quarter of specimen is modelled with 

symmetric boundary condition. The size of laminate model is 38.75 x 22.5 x 2 mm as 

shown in Figure 5.1. Solid elements (C3D8) are used with element size of 0.23 x 0.27 

mm and each layer is modelled by one element in thickness direction [69]. At stitch 

threads region, much smaller element size is used (0.05 x 0.05 mm) and the indenter is 

modeled as a rigid shell. 
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Figure A.1: Finite element model of quasi static indentation 

 

A.2.2  Damage Modelling 

Finite element model of ENF and 4ENF tests in the previous chapter considered 

only one type of damage which was delamination. In QSI model, initiation of matrix 

cracks is introduced using Hashin`s criterion as shown in equation (A.1).  
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 (A.1) 

This criterion is attached to the model using user subroutine called USDFLD in 

ABAQUS package. During damage propagation, the material degradations are 

considered to be 0.2 of those initial values, for E22, Gxy, and Gyz, Prior to applying in 

quasi static indentation model, the user subroutine is verified first in a simple model of 

laminate 04 and 904 with open hole under tension as described in Figure A.2.     

Since the compressive through thickness stress in low velocity impact is 

considerably high, the delamination is modeled using surface-based cohesive contact 
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[69]. It can incorporate friction at the same surface, to take into account the effect of 

compressive through thickness stress. The delamination initiation and propagation 

follows stress-based quadratic criterion and mixed mode energy as describe in equation 

3.1-2). The cohesive parameters are listed in Table A.2. 

 

 

Figure A.2: Finite element model of open-hole tension test 

 

Table A.2: Cohesive contact parameters [69] 

Stiffness (MPa/mm) Strength (MPa) ERR (J/mm
3
) Friction 

KI KII = KIII 𝜎𝐼
o 𝜎𝐼𝐼

o = 𝜎𝐼𝐼𝐼
o  𝐺𝑛

𝑐 𝐺𝑠
𝑐 = 𝐺𝑡

𝑐 Coefficient 

120,000 43,000 30 80 0.52 0.97 0.6 

 

A.3  Results and Discussions 

A.3.1  Verification of User Subroutine for Matrix Crack 

The red region in Figure A.3 (c) and A.4 (d) indicates the matrix crack which 

occurred on the simple laminate 04 and 904 of open-hole tension simulation at a certain 

displacement. Corresponding stress in fiber and perpendicular to fiber direction are 

plotted in Figure A.3 (a, b) and A.4 (a, b). It is confirmed that the matrix cracks 
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occurred parallel to the in-plane fiber direction. These results ensure that the user 

subroutine has worked properly to simulate matrix crack. 

 

 

Figure A.3: Open hole simulation of unidirectional 0° laminate (a) Normal stress along 

fibers direction (b) Normal stress perpendicular to fibers direction (c) Matrix crack 
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Figure A.4: Open hole simulation of unidirectional 90° laminate (a) Normal stress along 

fibers direction (b) Normal stress perpendicular to fibers direction (c) Matrix crack 
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A.3.2  Finite Element Results of Quasi Static Indentation  

Deformation shape and stresses distribution from QSI simulation at 1.8 mm 

displacement are shown in Figure A.5-6. Related load-displacement curves and 

predicted delamination area are depicted in Figure A.7-8. Both of unstitched and 

stitched laminates show almost similar deformation shapes and load displacement 

curves. It can be understood that the stitching effects have not appeared yet due to the 

small damage and delamination, hence there are only a few active stitch threads at 

delaminated area (Figure A.8). The load bridged by the stitched threads seems 

negligible until this point of loading. 

Concerning the stress distribution, particularly normal stress perpendicular to 

fiber direction (S22), the matrix crack should be occurred at vicinity of indentation 

region due to the high normal compressive stress and due to high normal tensile stress at 

the back side of indentation surface. It is important to be noted that the tensile matrix 

and shear matrix strength in this study are 30 MPa and 80 MPa respectively. 

Furthermore, the in-plane shear stress (S12) also contributes to the matrix crack 

(following equation A.1) even the maximum value of S12 (67.8 MPa) is still under the 

shear matrix strength.   

The maximum normal stress along fibers direction (S11) is very close to fiber 

tensile strength which is about 2950 MPa for a typical carbon fiber. Therefore, further 

simulation with higher loading or displacement should consider the fiber breaking in 

damage modeling.  
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Figure A.5: QSI simulation results of unstitched laminate (a) Deformation (b) Normal 

stress along fibers direction (c) In-plane shear stress (d) Normal stress perpendicular to 

fiber direction 
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Figure A.6: QSI simulation results of stitched laminate (a) Deformation (b) Normal 

stress along fibers direction (c) In-plane shear stress (d) Normal stress perpendicular to 

fiber direction  
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Figure A.7 shows the load displacement curve obtained by finite element 

simulation. The slopes of both finite element results are reduced earlier than the 

experimental one. To address this issue, a parametric study of matrix tensile strength 

and materials degradation rules after damage initiation are investigated in next section.  

 

 

Figure A.7: Load-displacement of quasi static indentation results 

 

Predicted delamination areas of unstitched and stitched laminate at 1.8 mm 

displacement are depicted in Figure A.8. The delamination area of stitched laminate is a 

bit smaller than unstitched one. However, predicted delamination shape and area of 

unstitched laminate is not similar with the experimental results [61]. Further study is 

needed to improve the results such as determining more accurate cohesive contact 

properties, materials degradation rules, etc.  
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Figure A.8: Delamination area at indentation depth of 1.8 mm (a) Experiment [61],  

(b) FE results for unstitched laminate, (c) FE results for stitched laminate 

 

A.3.3  Effect of damage parameters 

In order to obtain a reasonable prediction of load-displacement curve of QSI test, 

parametric study on damage criterion are conducted, particularly on matrix tensile 

strength and materials degradation rules. Figure A.9 shows the effect of matrix tensile 

strength on the slope of load displacement curve. All of predicted curves with 

considering matrix crack in damage modeling show the same point where the slope start 

to be changed (about 0.4 mm of indenter displacement). After this point, the parametric 

model with 70 MPa of matrix tensile strength exhibits higher slope, even the different 

with other models is almost negligible. In addition, the simulation result without 

introducing matrix crack in the damage modeling is also plotted and show a closer slope 

with experimental one till a point where the slope of experimental curve changed 

significantly.      
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Figure A.9: Effect of matrix tensile strength on QSI results 

 

Figure A.10 exhibits effect of materials degradation rule on load-displacement 

curve of QSI simulation of unstitched laminate where modulus elasticity in y-direction 

(E22) and shear modulus (Gxy, Gyz) are remained 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, or 0.5 after matrix crack 

occurred at certain elements. The results show that there is a small effect of the 

materials degradation rules on the slope of load displacement curve. Considering the 

slope after damage initiation of experimental results, it is recommended to choose 0.2 or 

less for materials degradation rules. However, the problem remained unsolved for the 

point where the slope changed, because all of degradation rules show the slope changed 

at the same point (about 0.4 mm of indentation).   

In addition to further investigation on cohesive contacts properties as mentioned 

above, more experimental results are also needed to understand the range of data that 

could be compared with finite element simulation results.  
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Figure A.10: Effect of materials degradation rule on QSI results 

 

A.4  Conclusions 

Finite element simulation of quasi static indentation has been conducted and the 

results are compared with the experimental one in term of load displacement curve, 

delamination shape and area. In general, the developed finite element simulation can 

capture a closed result to experimental one, but further studies are needed to improve 

the accuracy particularly on the point where the slope changed, delamination shape and 

area. A more accurate cohesive contact properties has to be investigated as well as 

another method to introduce matrix crack modeling (instead of a simple Hashin`s 

criterion that applied in this study). It is also important to have more experimental data 

from any references, so that the range of experimental data can be compared with finite 

element simulation results. Finally, in order to quantify the delamination suppression by 

stitched threads, more load or displacement should be applied to indenter, hence a larger 

delamination area are obtained. The larger delamination area, the more active stitch 

threads work at delaminated area and the bridging effect could be easily evaluated. 
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Appendix B. User Subroutine for Matrix Crack Simulation 

 
 SUBROUTINE USDFLD(FIELD,STATEV,PNEWDT,DIRECT,T,CELENT,TIME,DTIME, 
     1 CMNAME,ORNAME,NFIELD,NSTATV,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC, 
     2 NDI,nshr,coord,jmac,jmtyp,matlayo,laccflg) 
C 
      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
C MATERIAL AND STRENGTH PARAMETERS 
      PARAMETER(YT=30.0,SXY=80,SYZ=80) 
C 
      CHARACTER*80 CMNAME,ORNAME 
      CHARACTER*3  FLGRAY(15) 
      DIMENSION FIELD(NFIELD),STATEV(NSTATV),DIRECT(3,3),T(3,3),TIME(2), 
     * coord(*),jmac(*),jmtyp(*) 
      DIMENSION ARRAY(15),JARRAY(15) 
C 
C INITIALIZE FAILURE FLAGS FROM STATEV.  
      EM     = STATEV(1) 
C 
C GET STRESSES FROM PREVIOUS INCREMENT 
      CALL GETVRM('S',ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,jrcd, 
     $     jmac, jmtyp, matlayo, laccflg) 
      S11 = ARRAY(1) 
      S22 = ARRAY(2) 
      S12 = ARRAY(4) 
      S23 = ARRAY(6) 
      CALL GETVRM('E',ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,jrcd, 
     $     jmac, jmtyp, matlayo, laccflg) 
      E12 = ARRAY(4) 
C 
C MATRIX CRAKING 
      IF (EM .LT. 1.D0) THEN 
            EM = SQRT((S22/YT)**2+(S12/SXY)**2+(S23/SYZ)**2) 
         STATEV(1) = EM 
      ENDIF 
C 
C     STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM 
C 
C     FV1: MATRIX COMPR/TENS FAILURE 
C  FV1                   E1    E2      E3     NU12 NU13 NU23    G12     G13     G23 
C 
C   (0) NO FAILURE 0 ->E1    E2       E3    NU12 NU13 NU23    G12      G13     G23      
C   (1) MATRIX FAILED 1->  
C                        E1 0.2*E2   0.2*E3    0    0    0    0.2*G12 0.2*G13 0.2*G23 
C 
C     UPDATE FIELD VARIABLES  
C           
      FIELD(1) = 0.D0 
      IF (EM .GT. 1.D0) FIELD(1) = 1.D0 
C 
      RETURN 
      END   
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Appendix C. Derivation of Equation 2.2 

 

 

Figure B.1: Cross sectional area of tabbed laminate 

 

The shear stress at tab-laminate interface (τint) can be calculated by the following 

equation [109]: 

Iw

VQ
int       (B.2) 

where V is the internal shear force obtained from equation of equilibrium. I is moment 

inertia of entire cross-sectional area. Meanwhile w is width of the cross-sectional area, 

and Q can be calculated from y A` (y is the distance from neutral axis to centroid of tab, 

and A` is tab cross-sectional area. 

Using the symbol in Figure B.1,  

     
I

baaV

Iw

waabV

2

.2/2/
int





       (B.3) 
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And shear stress at the middle layer (delamination surface) can also be calculated as 

follow 

      
I

baV

Iw

abwabV
mid

2

2/2/.2/
2





       (B.4) 

Hence, the ratio of shear stress at tab-laminate interface to shear stress at middle layer 

can be calculated as: 

 

 2

int

2/ba

baa

mid 





      (B.5) 

To avoid tab de-bonding, it is suggested to consider the ratio in equation (B.5) to be 

equal to 0.5. Then appropriate tab thickness can be calculated for any laminate 

thickness. 
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